Introduction
In this work we consider the Dirichlet and Neumann problems for Laplace's equation in a bounded domain, D, of R', n >~ 3. Assuming the boundary, ~D, to be of class C 1 and the boundary data in/2'(~D), 1 <p < 0% we resolve the above problems in the form of classical double and single layer potentials respectively. More precisely, given g ELr(8D) we find a solution to the I)irichlet problem, 
IX-Q[" (Tg)(Q)dQ, XED
where T is a continuous operator from Lr(OD) to Lr(aD) . Here N o denotes the unit inner normal to ~D at Q, (.,.) denotes the usual inner product in R n, and con is the area of the surface of the unit ball in R'. (See Theorem 2.3.) Using the form of our solution and properties of the operator T we are able to obtain gradient estimates near the boundary when the data, g, has a derivative in Lr(0D) Throughout this work D will denote a bounded domain of R ~. Points of D will generally be denoted Jay the capital letters X and Y, and points on the boundary of D, ~D, will be representedoby 9 the capital letters P and Q:
Definition. D ~ C ~ (or ~D ~ C ~) means tha t corresponding to each point Q eaD there is a system of coordinates of R" with origin Q and a sphere, B(Q, 6), with center Q and radius 6 >0, such thatlwith respect to this coordinate system
DO B(Q, 6) = {(x, t): x~l~ "-1, t ) ~(Z)} n B(Q, 6)
where q~EC~(R ~ 1), the space of functions in CI(R ~ .... a~i (~) '
The dohble and'single layer potentials over a Cl-domain
We begin this section with a discussion in local coordinates of the inte~al, pai't of the.
trace of the double layer potential on .the boundary .o~ a Cl-domain. elsewhere. We will present here an argument for this case.
For ~ >0 and fixed
where E={aER~-X: lal =1}, da=usual surface measure on Z,
T~.,/(X) = ~ [k(x, x" ra)/(X -ra) + k(x, x + ra)/(x + ra)] r n-2dr.
Setting Te/(x)=sup,>0 I Ta.e/(xiI ~ it is immediate that
< IITo/II --b d~
However for a fixed each xER "-~ is uniquely written as x:=ta+w whore rE(-~, ~) and <a, w> =0. Hence and it is easy to see that Because of (a) and Lebosgue's dominated convergence theorem, to show part (b) it is sufficient to prove the existence of the pointwise limit almost everywhere in R ~-1.
Since 90eC~ there exists a sequence {v/j}c6~0, the space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support, such that Set and ~oj->9~, and V~oj~Vg~ uniformly. The second term in the above sum is of course equal to a constant times the HardyLittlewood maximal function of [ (see [6] ) and, hence, is continuous on/~(R'-a). That the first term is also continuous on/~(R "-1) follows from Lemma 1.1.
As usual the proof of part (b) is completed once we have shown the existence of the limit, in/P(SD) or pointwise a.e., for a dense class of/P(SD), say CI(~D). Hence, assume
[ E Ca(~D). Now
It is clear that the first term is a bounded function of PEOD and e>0, and, moreover, 
and max]V~]<m 0' the constant of Lemma 1.1. For any ~>0 we can write the above limit as
Observing that the LV-norm of the second function tends to zero we conclude that
t-.0+ z-zl' 9 (ggx) -~z))l>t 9
t-~o+ dlx-zl>e
Since ~EC~(R =-x) there exists a sequence {~j}cC~(R =+1) with supports contained in a fixed compact subset of R "~ such that ~j-*9 and V~r uniformly in R =-~. Set
The operator ~R'-~ k~(x, z)/(z)dz is easily seen to be compact on I?(B) and, using A. P. 
Given a, 0<a<l, there exists a constant ~--~.n such that the non-tangential maximal /unction o/u, i.e. u*(P) =sup {[u(/)[: XED, I i-P I <~, (X-P, N~)>o: I i-P[}, belongs to I2(~D) and [[U*I[LP(OD) ~'CH/]]LP(OD) with C independent o/ /: As a consequence u( X ) -~ 89 + K /(P) pointwise /or almost every P e a D as X~P, XeD, (X-P, ~V,>>a]X-P I.
Proo/. We cover ~D with a finite number of balls, Bj:-B(Pj, In .,the ease PEB(Pj, 36j) we have XEB(Pj, 4~a). Using then the coordinate system described above, we see that the inequality I1 ~,* II~,oD)~ c II/11~.,oo,
will be valid once 'we .can show-that the operator
[IJtl~_=l,+(t_,,(~))~],,,, I(~)a~ (x,O,t>~(~) a~d
,-r -<v~o(~o), ~-~o> > ~ I/t + Ivr VI ~-~ol' + (r -r is a bounded map from LF(R n-') to itself.
We set k(t, x; z) equal to the kernel of the above integral. We observe that the 
/(xo) <<. C(M](xo) + ~,[(x0) ) and, hence,
Since the map ]-*u* is bounded on LF(OD), to show the nontangential pointwiso limit of u a.e. on 0D it is sufficient to show the pointwise limit for /E CI(~D), a dense subspace of LV(OD). Forif we let uI(X ) denote the double layer potential with density / and 
So now assume ] s CI(OD). Then u(X)=l f~ (~;~Q_'-Q~ ) (I(Q)-I(P))dQ+ I(P).
It is easy to see that when X-+P we can pass the limit inside the integral sign and, therefore,
x-~vl i m u(X) =l e.o,~ fa D (P-Q')IP-Q (/(Q)-/(P))dQ+/(P)
Remark. In the case/ELI(aD) the double layer potential, u(X), with density / has the property that u* belongs to weak-Ll(~D) i.e. there exists a constant C such that for each 2>0, 
<x-P, zv~)> ~ I x-PI.)
We now turn to the study of the regularity of the double layer potential when the density is regular. We begin by studying the behavior of the Euclidean operator, /~, on smooth functions.
We will denote by L~(R ~ 
Proo[ We first establish the formula for [ E 6~0(R n-1). Let e 1, ..., e,_ 1 denote the standard basis of R =--1. Since SR ~ Ik(x, z)dz is constant we can write
JIz-zl~2h h 
II 1 = II/II,.,,oD, + II v ,l
(We are assuming that each ~jECI(R").) It is not difficult to see that using a different covering and a different partition of unity subordinate to the cover will give rise to a norm equivalent to the one we have defined. (See [4] .)
As a consequence of Theorem 1.5 we have THEOREM 1.6. For l<p<~ the operator 
K/(P)= P'v'l foD(PF~'-Q~ )-maps L~(aD)~L[(OD) continuously and, moreover, K is compact on L~(OD).

Proo]. As stated above the continuity of K on L[(OD)
follows
[(~_~)/] (x) = ,p(x) R(1) (x)
where ~p(x)EC~(R n-l) and R is the operator of Theorem 1.5. Again let {<pj}c C~0(R n-l) be a sequence of function such that ~j-~ and V~#-~V~ nniformly. From Theorem 1.5 v fV(~ -%) (x) -V@ -%) (z) .... We now turn our study to the behavior of the single layer potential over a Cl-domain with density in the c~ms' L ~" Of the boundary. for almost every x E R "-1 when/E/Y(R"-'), ~o E CI(R"-'), and max I Vvl < too, the co,rant of ]+emma 1.8. We now pick a sequence (~oj}cC~o(R n-t) such that ~oj-+~0 and V~oj->V~ uniformly, and we set 
~(~) v-~/(~) = ~(z) p. .1 ~ i-Z--~ ~-~i :-T~] ~ ~r~ -/(~))~
II(Vu):
< c ndepende ol (b) au/
aN~(X)-=<Vu(X), N~>-~(~I-K*)I(P) pointugse for almost every Pe~D as X-~ P, X E D, (X-P, ZV~) > ~1 X-P[, and 8u/SzVu( X) ~ ( 89 + K*) /(P) pointurise for almost every PeSD as X-~P, XER'\D, <X-P,N~)<-~IX-PI.
Here K* is the operator o/ Theorem 1.9.
Proo/. The prooof of part (a) follows the exact lines of the first part of Theorem 1.3 and is again left to the reader. For part (b) it is sufficient to prove the existence of the pointwise limit for almost everk PE~D when/ECI(OD). We will consider only the case of the interior nontangential limit, i.e. X E D, the exterior limit, X E R"\/), being handled analogously. Proof. We immediately conclude from Theorem 1.10 that the above single layer potential of Sg has properties (i) and (ii).
fa (X-Q, Np>
For the uniqueness we considel' the Neumann function, 
